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microcrackS occUrriNG DUriNG DrYiNG ViSUaLiZED bY 
coNFocaL LaSEr ScaNNiNG microScoPY

Hiroki Sakagami1, kosuke Tsuda2, Junji matsumura3,* and kazuyuki oda3

SUMMARY

The microcracks occurring during drying of wood were visualized under 
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). Precise control of relative 
humidity and temperature in a specialized environment chamber made 
it possible to acquire sequential images of the wood of Cryptomeria 
japonica during drying from the water-saturated condition. The images  
indicated that the microcracks occurred between tracheid and ray paren- 
chyma in the latewood region and the crack tip advanced in both the bark 
and pith directions. Subsequently, the crack tip expanding towards the 
bark stopped at the earlywood region through the growth ring boundary. 
The other tip toward the pith stopped at the earlywood region before 
reaching the growth ring boundary. Our technique made it possible to 
generate microcracks and discuss the relationship between moisture 
content and microcrack formation during drying. We found the CLSM 
technique to be an effective method for visualizing microcrack propaga-
tion with time.
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INTRODUCTION

The utilization of domestic wood is an important issue in Japan. Sugi (Cryptomeria 
japonica (L.f.) D. Don) is the most popular softwood timber for wood engineering. 
However, because the green moisture content of its heartwood is very variable within 
the species, it costs a lot to dry this timber. Wood is known to show changes in dimen-
sions with the adsorption or desorption of bound water below the fiber saturation point, 
whereas no dimensional changes occur with the increase or decrease of free water above 
the fiber saturation point. When the dimensions of wood change anisotropically below 
the fiber saturation point, cracks and warps occur (Keey et al. 1999). Eventually, the 
value and usefulness of the wood is reduced.
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 There are many investigations about appropriate drying schedules to reduce the 
occurrence of cracks (Keey et al. 1999). However, Morén (1994) pointed out that mi-
crocracks, which are not visible to the naked eye, are generated on the wood surface at 
the initial stages of the drying process. Wahl et al. (2001) and Hanhijärvi et al. (2003) 
suggested that macrocracks, which were observed by the naked eye, were under the 
influence of microcracks. This was because up to 50% difference in the final amount 
of visible cracks at the end of drying depended on the way the early warm-up stage of 
drying was conducted (Hukka & Tarvainen 1997).
 It is important to understand the mechanism of microcrack formation to reduce their 
occurrence. However, there are few investigations on microcracks occurring in the 
initial stage of drying. Fujita (1969) studied drying checks occurring under restrained 
drying, using optical microscopy. In this method, 50-µm-thick sections were used for 
specimens and therefore, it was not possible to show the crack propagation for a wood 
block.
 In general, it is considered that microcracks are caused by drying and develop at the 
weakest point, which has previously been investigated by looking at fractures under 
tensile stress (Debaise et al. 1966). There are considerable investigations on crack propa-
gation mechanisms by means of tensile testing. Debaise et al. (1966) examined crack 
propagation in the opening cleavage mode known as Mode I and concluded that slow 
fracture occurred between the middle lamella and the primary cell wall, and between 
the latter and the S1 layer. In addition, it is generally known that ray parenchyma is also 
one of the weakest points (Bodig & Jayne 1982). However, these investigations did not 
focus on the development of microcracks over time. In other words, crack propagation 
has only been discussed based on one or two images, one taken before and one taken 
after treatment.
 In order to understand crack propagation exactly, an in-situ observation is essential. 
Thuvander et al. (2000) carried out in-situ observation by using optical microscopy 
to describe the micromechanisms of radial crack propagation with notched specimens 
under tensile testing. They observed that at the scale of individual cells, the crack tip 
advanced by separating cell walls at the middle lamella in a splitting or peeling mode. 
They also observed a stick-slip type of crack growth, and concluded that there was 
formation of new crack planes because of the stress distribution in a material with alter-
nating stiff and soft layers. Dill-Langer et al. (2002) applied confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM) to examine crack propagation in the cross-sectional surface with 
three types of notched specimen: parallel to the annual ring, perpendicular to the annual 
ring, and 45° degree’s to the annual ring. They observed that cracks tended to spread 
to the weakest point where cell walls were ruptured within the thin-walled earlywood 
and fibers were debonded between cells.
 In order to investigate the crack propagation accurately, CLSM is indispensable for 
in-situ observation because the specimens can be observed under the required barometric 
pressure, relative humidity, and temperature.
 Compared to external force, cracks occurring due to drying are considered to show a 
complicated behavior. Recently, the cracks of softwoods and hardwoods under control-
led drying conditions were observed in situ using an optical microscope with a digital 
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camera (Perré 2003). However, it was difficult to identify the point where the crack 
occurs precisely because of limited resolution in optical microscopy.
 Taking advantage of the CLSM method, Sakagami et al. (2007) succeeded in in-situ 
observation to visualize the anisotropic shrinkage of latewood in a controlled chamber 
from the saturated to the air-dry conditions over time. This method enabled visualiza-
tion of wood physical behavior with time under controlled temperature and relative 
humidity. In this paper, the improved control environment chamber, which was not 
the same device as in our previous paper, was innovated to create a steep gradient of 
moisture between the surface of the specimens and their interior, and the microcracks 
occurring due to drying in Cryptomeria japonica were visualized over time.

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of specimens for CLSM and for Moisture Content. Each set con-
tained two end-matched specimens. 

MATERIALS  AND  METHODS

A stick specimen (30 × 30 mm) was prepared from sapwood of Cryptomeria japonica. 
The specific gravity was 0.43. Two end-matched specimens (5 mm cube) were prepared 
so that the growth rings were either parallel or perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 1). 
These were used as a set. One was observed by CLSM (BIO-RAD Radiance 2000) 
and the other was used for moisture content measurement. Twelve sets were prepared 
in this study. Transverse faces were smoothed with a sliding microtome. Specimens 
were entirely saturated with water by vacuum treatment. The initial moisture content 
was 200–250% when the experiment started.
 A schematic diagram of the CLSM system used for visualization is shown in Figure 2.  
The microcrack propagation in the specimen was visualized in situ in the environment 
chamber under controlled temperature (≅ 28 °C) and relative humidity (12–15%). A 
humidity generator (SRG-1RAS(SP) Shinyei tech. corp.) was utilized to control the 
relative humidity. The temperature was kept constant by the humidity generator and air 
conditioner. The balance was used to measure the moisture content. The fan was also 
placed near the specimens to create a steep gradient of moisture in the specimens. Two 
specimens were placed on the stage. A dry lens (10× / n.a. 0.45) was used. Images were 
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acquired at 1280 × 1024 pixel resolution and the pixel size was 0.94 µm. Images were 
recorded using an Argon ion laser with excitation wavelength at 488 nm, and an emis-
sion filter with 500 nm longpass (HQ500LP). The scan speed was either 25 lps (lines 
per second) or 50 lps, which depended on the speed of microcrack propagation. The 
initial image was taken immediately after placing the specimens on the stage and then 
the specimens were weighed. After that, sequential images were taken automatically. 
The images were optical sections about 5 µm below the surface. When a microcrack 
occurred, images were obtained at short intervals because the microcrack propagation 
tended to spread rapidly. The specimen weights were measured at regular intervals after  
the specimen was moved from the stage to the balance. When the final image was 
obtained, the moisture content was 6 to 8%.

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION

Changes in moisture content
 Changes in moisture content of twelve specimens are shown in Figure 3. It took about 
2 hours from the water-saturated condition to the air-dry condition (MC: 6–8%). The 
initial moisture content of the specimens ranged from 200 to 250% and the specimens 
were dried quickly during the first 45 minutes. It can be assumed that a steep gradient of 
moisture content between the surface and the interior of specimens caused microcracks 
on the surface.

Thermo / Hygrometer sensor

Humidity generator
Balance

CLSM

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the CLSM system for visualization of crack propagation. Tem-
perature was about 28 °C and relative humidity was 12–15%.
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In-situ observation of the CLSM method
 We succeeded in monitoring the microcrack propagation with time from the water-
saturated condition to 6–8% of moisture contents. Figure 4 shows the microcrack prop-
agation at three points, that is, (a) just before initial microcrack formation occurred,  
(b) at the largest microcrack point, and (c) after the microcrack closed a little and stopped 
any further propagation. Some of the microcracks still appeared up to the last stage of 
drying; this sample was dried for 120 minutes (Fig. 4, Sample 1-C*), but others were 
closed and difficult to be observed with CLSM (Fig. 4, Sample 2-C*). All specimens 
showed the same tendency. Sequential images of microcrack propagation in relation to 
moisture content in the specimens are shown in Figure 5. The microcrack first occurred 
between tracheid and ray parenchyma in the latewood region at about 60% moisture 
content (Fig. 5-2). Subsequently, the microcrack spread along the ray parenchyma and 
the crack tip advanced in both the bark and pith directions. A detail of where the crack 
tip stopped in the bark direction is shown in Figure 6a. The microcrack that occurred 
in the latewood region passed through the growth ring boundary and stopped in the 
earlywood region of the next ring (Fig. 6a). The tip of the microcrack in the pith direc-
tion passed through the intermediate zone of the growth ring at about 20% moisture 
content, and the propagation gradually slowed down. Finally, it stopped in the earlywood 
region before reaching the growth ring boundary. This was the time that the microcrack 
developed the most (Fig. 5-5). Details of where the tip of the microcrack stopped in 
the pith direction are shown in Figure 6b. Subsequently, regardless of the decrease of 
moisture content, the microcrack closed a little and the propagation was over.
 The initial microcrack occurred between tracheid and ray parenchyma in the late-
wood region. It is assumed that the shrinkage potential in latewood, which has thick 
cell walls and a narrow lumen diameter, is larger than in earlywood. On the transverse 
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Figure 3. Change of moisture content of all specimens. Initial moisture content ranged from 
200 to 250% and the final moisture content ranged from 6 to 8%. The microcracks generated 
between 190 and 22%. The largest point was between 47 and 9%. The microcracks closed 
between 47 and 6%.
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face, tangential shrinkage of latewood was much larger than of earlywood (Nakato 
1958). When the tangential stress exceeded the associative strength, the microcrack 
occurred at the weakest point in the latewood region. It is because shrinkage potential 
in earlywood was quite small contrary to latewood. Perré et al. (2003) reported that 
the microcrack diminished in size with decreasing moisture content at the final stage of 
drying. Almost the same behavior was observed in this study while some microcracks 

(a) (b) (c)

(a) (b) (c)

Sample 1

Sample 2
Figure 4. Examples of microcrack propagation at three points, (a) just before the initial micro-
crack occurred, (b) the largest microcrack point, (c) after the microcrack closed a little and the 
change stopped. * = detail of latest crack. Scale bars = 100 µm.
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Figure 5. Sequential images of microcrack propagation in relation to moisture content in the 
specimens. * = detail of initial crack. Scale bars = 100 µm.
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Figure 6. The tip of a microcrack: (a) toward the bark, (b) toward the pith.

were still appearing at CLSM level. This means that whether or not microcracks have 
occurred cannot be determined by only using images after drying. The in-situ observa-
tion provides an effective way to detect blind microcracks.
 There have been many earlier investigations about where cracks are formed in wood. 
In general, the layer between ray parenchyma and tracheid is known to be the weak-
est point ( Fujita 1969; Bodig & Jayne 1982). On the other hand, cracks took place 
between adjacent tracheids under tensile testing (Thuvander et al. 2000; Dill-Langer 
et al. 2002). In particular, the compound middle lamella is known as one of the weak 
points at ultrastructural level (Debaise et al. 1966; Korán 1967). In addition, intra-ring 
observations of oven-dried Pinus radiata disks show that the weakest point is between 
the compound middle lamella and the S1 cell wall interface (Putoczki et al. 2007). In 
this study, the microcracks did not occur between adjacent tracheids and the weakest 
point was assumed to be between ray parenchyma and tracheid. Therefore, it could be 
suggested that at least some of the microcrack properties are species specific.
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CONCLUSIONS

The improvement of an environment chamber by controlling relative humidity and 
temperature precisely made it possible to obtain sequential images on microcrack 
propagation in situ. The CLSM system was indispensable for visualizing detailed micro-
crack propagation in relation to moisture content during drying. The in-situ observation 
showed that microcracks continuously transformed during drying and closed during 
the final stages of drying. Therefore, it is essential to detect blind microcracks. Further 
detailed studies on the conditions of microcrack propagation will contribute toward 
establishing a more effective and cheaper drying method for Cryptomeria japonica. 
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